(54) **Title:** VEHICLE ANTI-THEFT SYSTEM

(57) **Abstract:** A vehicle anti-theft device comprising a gear shift lock (14) and an ancillary vehicle anti-theft device, which operated automatically by operation of the gear lock.
devices for motor vehicles.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Various types of anti-theft devices are known for use with motor vehicles. These include, for example, intrusion alarms, ignition locks, ignition interlocks, steering wheel and brake locks and the like. A particularly successful anti-theft device is described and claimed in U.S. Patent (RABAL) and is marketed by the present assignees.

It is known for a vehicle to be protected by multiple anti-theft devices. The use of multiple devices is generally inconvenient due to the multiple operations that must be undertaken both to activate and to deactivate the anti-theft devices each time the operator leaves, enters or operates the vehicle.
There is thus provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention a vehicle anti-theft device comprising a gear shift lock and an ancillary vehicle anti-theft device which is operated automatically by operation of the gear shift lock.

The ancillary vehicle anti-theft device may comprise one or more of the following: audio or visual alarm, ignition or vehicle operation interlocking means, intrusion or vehicle motion detection apparatus, any other suitable vehicle anti-theft device.

In accordance with one embodiment of the invention, the ancillary vehicle anti-theft device may be actuated by locking of the gear shift lock with or without a suitable delay and may be deactuated by unlocking of the gear shift lock.

Additionally in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention, electronic circuitry forming part of the ancillary vehicle antitheft device may be located within the housing assembly. The electronic circuitry may communicate with other elements of the ancillary vehicle antitheft device, such as sensors, interlocks and alarm output devices via electrical conductors or by wireless communication apparatus, such as infrared communication apparatus.

There is also provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention a gear shift lock for a
of a key which cylinder face is arranged to lie in a plane angled between the horizontal and vertical directions with respect to the vehicle chassis, and preferably at about 45 degrees with respect thereto.

In accordance with an embodiment of the present invention the housing is fixed to the chassis by means of shear nuts. Additionally in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention, the housing includes a reinforced apertured portion through which legs of the yoke extend when the yoke is in locking engagement with the lock assembly.

Additionally in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention, there is also provided a lock assembly cover which also defines at least one socket for holding the yoke, when it is not in locking engagement with the locking assembly in at least one storage orientation.

Further in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention, the yoke is provided with a thermal insulative cover. Preferably the cover is arranged for snap on engagement with the yoke.

Additionally in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention, there is provided a vehicle including a gear shift lock constructed and operative as set forth hereinabove. Further in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the
the invention, there is provided a method for preventing vehicle theft including the steps of providing a gear shift lock and an ancillary vehicle theft prevention device in operative engagement with a vehicle and locking the gear shift lock, thereby automatically actuating the ancillary vehicle theft prevention device.
taken in conjunction with the drawings in which:

Fig. 1 is a pictorial illustration of a vehicle including antitheft apparatus constructed and operative in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 2 is a partial exploded view illustration of part of the antitheft apparatus of the present invention;

Fig. 3 is an exploded view illustration of part of antitheft apparatus of the present invention;

Fig. 4 is a pictorial illustration of part of the antitheft apparatus of Fig. 2;

Figs. 5A and 5B are respective side view and top view illustrations of the apparatus of Fig. 3;

Fig. 6 is a side sectional view illustration taken along the lines VI - VI of Fig. 5A;

Fig. 7 is a sectional view illustration taken along the lines VII - VII of Fig. 6; and

Fig. 8 is a block diagram illustration of the gear lock and ancillary antitheft device system provided in accordance with the present invention.
the present invention there is provided a gear shift lock, indicated generally by reference numeral 14, which is arranged for selectable locking engagement with the gear shift lever 12.

One principal feature of the present invention resides in the orientation of key entry surface or face 16 of the gear shift lock 14, which is preferably not vertical, as distinguished from the prior art. Another principal feature of the present invention is that the gear shift lock 14 is integrated with an ancillary vehicle antitheft device, such as, for example, one or more of the following: audio or visual alarm, ignition or vehicle operation interlocking means, intrusion or vehicle motion detection apparatus, any other suitable vehicle anti-theft device. Preferably all or a significant part of the control electronics for the ancillary antitheft device is located within the housing of the gear lock.

Reference is now made to Figs. 2 - 7 which illustrate the construction and mounting of the gear shift lock 14 on a vehicle. As seen particularly in Fig. 2, the gear shift lock 14 includes a housing assembly comprising a mounting bracket 20, which is typically bolted onto the vehicle chassis using bolts 22 and shear nuts 24. A lock surrounding housing element 26 is mounted onto an upstanding apertured portion 27 of mounting bracket 20 by means of bolts 28, which also serve to attach a reinforcing cover member 30 over portion 27.
locked in a gear shift lever engaging position by a lock 40, located within housing element 26.

A cover member 42, typically formed of plastic, is disposed over the housing element 26 and is configured to provide a pair of sockets 44 and 45 for receiving yoke 32 in either of two mutually perpendicular orientations, such as those indicated by reference numerals 46 and 48, when the yoke 32 is not in a gear shift lever engagement orientation. It is noted that the angular orientation of the key receiving cylinder opening 50 of lock enclosure 26 is angled between the horizontal with respect to the vehicle chassis, here represented by plane 52 and the vertical with respect to the vehicle chassis, here represented by plane 54, and is preferably arranged to lie at 45 degrees therebetween.

Referring now particularly to Fig. 3, it is seen that disposed within the housing element 26 there is provided lock 40, which includes a base member 60, a pair of angled bolts 62 and 64 which are slidably mounted with respect to base member 60 and a spring 66, which is operative to urge the bolts away from each other and into engagement with corresponding recesses 68 and 70 of yoke 32.

Cooperating with base member 60 is a cylinder mounting member 72, which is arranged for mounting a cylinder 74 preferably at a generally 45 degree angle with respect to the
I claim:

1. A vehicle anti-theft system comprising:
   a gear shift lock having a lock housing;
   a lock yoke for selectable locking engagement with the gear shift lock;
   a yoke locking orientation sensor for sensing when said lock yoke is in
   locking engagement with said gear shift lock; and
   an ancillary vehicle anti-theft device which is actuated by positioning of
   said lock yoke in locking engagement with said gear shift lock and is
   deactuated by removal of the yoke from locking engagement with the
   gear shift lock, shift ancillary vehicle anti-theft device including
   electronic circuitry for controlling the operation of the anti-theft device
   located inside said lock housing.

2. The system according to claim 1 and wherein said ancillary vehicle anti-theft device comprises at least one of the following devices: audio
   alarm, visual alarm, vehicle operation prevention means, intrusion
   detection apparatus and vehicle motion detection apparatus.

3. The system according to claim 1 and wherein said electronic circuitry communicates with the ancillary vehicle anti-theft device by means of
   wireless communication means.

4. The system according to claim 1 and wherein said lock housing
   includes having reinforced apertured portion through which legs of the
   yoke extend when the yoke is in locking engagement with the gear shift
   lock.

5. The system according to claim 1 and wherein said ancillary vehicle
   anti-theft device is actuated following a predetermined delay.

6. A vehicle including
   a gear shift lock having a lock housing;
   a lock yoke for selectable locking engagement with the gear shift lock;
   a yoke locking orientation sensor for sensing when said yoke lock is in
   locking engagement with said gear shift lock; and
   an ancillary vehicle anti-theft device which is actuated by positioning of
   said lock yoke in locking engagement with the gear shift lock, and
   ancillary vehicle anti-theft device including electronic circuitry for
   controlling the operation of the anti-theft device located outside said
   lock housing.

7. The vehicle according to claim 6 and wherein said ancillary vehicle
   anti-theft device comprises at least one of the following devices: audio
   alarm, visual alarm, ignition operation interlocking means, vehicle
   operation interlocking means, intrusion detection apparatus and vehicle
   motion detection apparatus.

8. The vehicle according to claim 6 and wherein said electronic circuitry
   communicates with the ancillary vehicle anti-theft device by means of
   wireless communication means.
housing element 26. A yoke locking orientation sensor 82 is preferably associated with circuitry 80 for sensing when the yoke 32 is in a locked orientation with respect to lock 40. Sensor 82 may be any suitable type of sensor, such as a microswitch, capacitive, magnetic or optical sensor.

A set screw assembly 84 is preferably provided to maintain internal parts 60, 62, 64, 66, 72, 74, 80 and 82 in a generally fixed orientation within the housing 26. Unscrewing the set screw 84 allows easy access to the internal parts of the apparatus, such as when it is necessary to change the cylinder.

Reference is now made to Fig. 8, which is a block diagram illustration of an ancillary alarm system useful in the present invention. Sensor 82 provides an output indicating the LOCKED/UNLOCKED status of the gear lever lock 14 via actuation delay circuitry 90 to an alarm control circuit 92. The alarm control circuit may be any suitable alarm control circuit, which is preferably of a sufficiently small size as to be locatable within the available space in housing element 26. It may be embodied in a suitable integrated circuit as appropriate and should include standard functions of alarm controls commercially available from Visonic Ltd. of Israel. The alarm control receives alarm inputs from various sensors such as a volume sensor 94, for example, a passive infrared sensor manufactured by Visonic Ltd. of Israel, a motion sensor 96, for example, a conductive ball
or any other relevant parameters.

The alarm control may include false alarm prevention features as appropriate and alarm indication output logic circuitry of conventional design and operation. The alarm control may operate a number of output devices, which may additionally or alternatively receive control outputs directly from sensor 82 or via actuation delay 90. The output devices may include one and more of the following: an ignition interlock 100, which prevents starting of the vehicle when the gear lever lock is locked, vehicle operation interlock apparatus 102 which prevents operation of the vehicle when the gear lever lock is locked and which may include a valve on the fuel line or a switch on the high voltage power supply to the spark plugs.

Additionally, the alarm control apparatus may operate audio and/or visual alarms 104, such as lights, sirens, automatic dial attempted theft reporting apparatus and the like, to provide an output indication of attempted theft.

Suitable wiring may be provided to enable communication between the various elements of the circuitry of Fig. 8. Alternatively one or more communication links may employ wireless communications such as infrared or radio communications.

It will be appreciated by persons skilled in the art that the present invention is not limited by what has been particularly shown and described hereinabove. Rather the scope of
an ancillary vehicle anti-theft device which is operated automatically by operation of the gear shift lock.

2. A system according to claim 1 and wherein said ancillary vehicle anti-theft device comprise at least one of the following group of devices: audio alarm, visual alarm, ignition or vehicle operation interlocking means, intrusion or vehicle motion detection apparatus.

3. A system according to either of claims 1 and 2 and wherein said ancillary vehicle anti-theft device is actuated by locking of the gear shift lock.

4. A system according to either of claims 1 and 2 and wherein said ancillary vehicle antitheft device is actuated by suitable positioning of a lock yoke in said gear shift lock.

5. A system according to either of claims 3 and 4 and wherein said ancillary vehicle is actuated following a predetermined delay.

6. A system according to claim 3 and wherein said ancillary vehicle antitheft device is deactuated by unlocking of the gear shift lock.
8. A system according to any of the preceding claims and wherein said ancillary vehicle antitheft device comprises electronic circuitry located within a housing of the gear shift lock.

9. A system according to claim 9 and wherein said electronic circuitry communicates with other elements of the ancillary vehicle antitheft device by means of wireless communication means.

10. A gear shift lock for a vehicle comprising:
    a housing assembly fixable to a vehicle chassis;
    a lock assembly mounted in the housing assembly and arranged for operative engagement with a lock yoke, the lock assembly being arranged to define a cylinder face for insertion of a key which cylinder face is arranged to lie in a plane angled between the horizontal and vertical directions with respect to the vehicle chassis, and preferably at about 45 degrees with respect thereto.

11. A gear shift lock according to claim 10 and wherein said housing assembly includes a reinforced apertured portion through which legs of the yoke extend when the yoke is in locking engagement with the lock assembly.
13. A gear shift lock according to any of claims 10 - 12 and wherein said yoke is provided with a thermal insulative cover.

14. A gear shift lock according to claim 13 and wherein said cover is arranged for snap on engagement with the yoke.

15. A system according to any of claims 1 - 9 and wherein said gear shift lock is constructed and operative as set forth in any of claims 10 - 14.

16. A vehicle including a gear shift lock and an ancillary vehicle anti-theft device which is operated automatically by operation of the gear shift lock.

17. A vehicle including a gear shift lock according to any of claims 10 - 14.

18. A vehicle according to claim 16 and wherein said gear shift lock is constructed and operative according to any of claims 10 - 14.
20. A system according to either of claims 16 and 19 and wherein said ancillary vehicle anti-theft device is actuated by locking of the gear shift lock.

21. A system according to either of claims 16 and 20 and wherein said ancillary vehicle antitheft device is actuated by suitable positioning of a lock yoke in said gear shift lock.

22. A system according to either of claims 20 and 21 and wherein said ancillary vehicle is actuated following a predetermined delay.

23. A system according to claim 20 and wherein said ancillary vehicle antitheft device is deactuated by unlocking of the gear shift lock.

24. A system according to any of claims 16 - 23 and wherein said ancillary vehicle antitheft device is deactuated by removing the lock yoke from operative engagement with the gear shift lock.

25. A system according to any of the preceding claims 16 -
26. A system according to claim 25 and wherein said electronic circuitry communicates with other elements of the ancillary vehicle antitheft device by means of wireless communication means.

27. A method for preventing vehicle theft including the steps of providing a gear shift lock and an ancillary vehicle theft prevention device in operative engagement with a vehicle and locking the gear shift lock, thereby automatically actuating the ancillary vehicle theft prevention device.

28. Apparatus substantially as shown and described hereinabove.

29. Apparatus substantially as illustrated in any of the drawings.

30. A method substantially as shown and described hereinabove.
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